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Abstract - Deep Learning is a relatively new 

field that has gotten a lot of attention since it can 

recognize objects with greater precision than 

ever before. NLP is another field that has had a 

significant impact on our lives. It indicates the 

effect of NLP that it has progressed from 

providing a readable summary of the texts to 

analyzing mental disorders. The problem of 

image captioning involves NLP and Deep 

Learning. Image captioning can be used to 

describe photographs in a meaningful way. 

Describing an image entails more than merely 

recognizing things; in order to effectively 

describe an image, we must first identify the 

things included in the image, followed by the 

relationship between those items. We used a 

CNN-LSTM framework in this research. We used 

a CNN-LSTM framework in this research. CNN 

will be used to extract visual attributes, while 

LSTM will be used to try to construct relevant 

words. This research also looks at how Image 

captioning is used and the significant issues that 

come with it. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

To Simply put, image captions are an automatic image 

description generator that can help users to 

automatically generate a description of the presented 

image. The project model aims to get the input image 

and generate a sentence description of the basic content 

of the image. Describing the content of an image in a 

simple and easy to understand language is one of the 

complex and basic tasks. With the help of advanced 

technology and the availability of data sets, model 

building has become a possible task. 

With the help of sight vision, humans can accurately 

define and describe the description of any image that  

comes their way. Like humans, computers are also 

developing at a rapid pace, they can recognize the basic 

actions of classifying objects and recognize their state 

and characteristics. However, defining images precisely 

in simple, clear language that humans can understand 

has become a relatively new and challenging task. 

Automatic image captioning performs its function in a 

number of tasks. The first step in understanding an 

image begins with the extraction of the image and its 

related environment, that is, the objects are "books" and 

"tables". In the next stage, the relationship between the 

detected objects has been identified for further 

evaluation, that is, for book and table objects, the 

relationship between the two is defined as "book on the 

table" 

Once the objects and their relationships are defined, 

further evaluation will be carried out in the text 

description. The sequence of words must be located in 

some way so that it makes sense once formed and 

justifies the actual relationship of the objects placed in 

the image. For the first task, which is to extract features 

from an image, we used a convolutional neural network 

(CNN) in this project. It should be noted that "extract 

features" in most cases refers to removing the last 

softmax layer. For the second part, the generation of text 

descriptions, we will use short-term memory (LSTM). 

LSTMs are a special type of RNN , which is used to 

avoid the long-term dependency problem that often 

occurs in the case of RNN. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

The work [1] clearly shows that deep learning has 

received a lot of attention in recent years, and much 

progress has also been made in this field. This is also 

obvious when we look at the statistics. Only 4 successful 

articles were published in 2015, but the popularity of 

this field has grown exponentially since then, as can be 

seen from the 57 articles published in 2017-2018.  

Elamri [3] also proposed a solution based solely on the 

CNN-LSTM architecture. The model uses CNN to 

extract characteristics from a given image and then feeds 

them into the RNN or LSTM model. Later, the RNN or 

LSTM model describes the image in a grammatically 

correct way and can describe what happens in the image. 

The paper also discussed the advantages of the image 

caption model for the visually impaired. To help visually 

impaired people in society, if properly developed, image 

captions can become a useful device. This project 

considers all studies that have been conducted in the 

field in the past and is also affected by these studies. 

Most of the works we studied use CNN and RNN-based 

architectures. An interesting finding from previous 

research on this topic is that "adding more layers to the 

model does not necessarily mean that we will get higher 

accuracy." 

Work by Di Lu and Spencer Whitehead [2] suggests that 

a new task can be created, and an image description of 

the task will be provided as input to the system. The 

document also mentions that the current use of Image 

Captioning lacks specific motivation for the entities that 

constitute the basic structure of the image. In this article 

they also proposed a solution to this problem. The article 

suggests that the CNN-LSTM model should be trained 

to be able to generate titles based on the rendered image. 

 

Table -1: Sample Table format 

 

 

  

3. Methodology AND IMPLEMENTATION 

As already discussed in the abstract, the basic goal of the 

project is to provide subtitles for images in real time. 

The dataset used to build this project is the Flickr8k 

dataset. In the Flickr8k data set, each picture has 5 

corresponding titles. The data set provides 6,000 images 

for training purposes, 1,000 images for verification 

purposes, and the remaining 1,000 images for testing 

purposes. The project has been divided into five main 

tasks: 

Data Cleaning 

Get the image id from the data set and create a 

dictionary to map the image with the title. The token.txt 

file takes image identification and subtitles as input. 

From this token.txt file, we will only map each image 

with its own subtitles. The total words in our data set are 

close to 37,000. Now we have to reduce these words, 

because this will affect our calculations, and if a word 

arrives in a shorter time, then there is no point in using 

it. Now we have set the threshold to 10, so if the 

frequency of a word is lower than 10, we don't consider 

it. After filtering the words according to the threshold 

frequency, we only have 1,845 words, which constitutes 

our vocabulary dictionary. 

Image encoding  

We can now use photos as input to our model, but unlike 

humans, machines cannot understand images when 

viewing them. So we need to convert the photo into a 

code so that the machine can recognize the pattern. For 

this, I used the transfer study, . We used a pre-reviewed 

version trained on a large data set. We extracted the 

functions of these patterns and applied them to our 

photos. For this research, I used a version of Resnet50 

that has been trained on Imagenet. We can easily import 

this model from keras. Program module. 
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Vocabulary Segmentation/ Tokenization  

In this step, we need to segment all vocabulary words. 

Alternatively, we can use a tokenizer in Keras to 

accomplish this task.  

Defining the  model  

To outline the shape of our version, we will use the 

keras model in the functional api. It has three main 

steps:  

Process collections of text content 

Extract feature vectors from photos   

Interpreting the output with the aid of concatenating the 

above  layers. 

Creating Web Application                                                                         

We have used Flask, Flask is a micro web framework 

written in Python. Along with flask we have used 

standard web technologies like HTML,CSS and 

Bootstrap, While HTML is used to provide structure, 

bootstrap and CSS is used for styling the web application. 

The web  app provides a feature using which user can 

upload any image to the application and after that our app 

will try to describe the image and will predict the caption.  

Creating a form so that user can input the image and on 

this image we will make the prediction 

 

 

 

 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1 Challenges faced 

4.1.1 Detecting Multiple Objects 

Although we have the ability to detect multiple objects 

in machine learning models available to us today but 

models can’t always interpret the relationships between 

those objects. Therefore, the model can’t always give an 

accurate description of the image. In addition, the data 

set that we use is only 8k images for the FlickR8K data 

set. If you want to explain the model correctly, and 

grammatically, you must train too many data sets in too 

large format in the correct format. When talking about 

large data sets, large data sets also takes a great time to 

train, in addition to this testing remains a very important 

problem that we must have to deal. 

4.1.2 Availability of Datasets 

The most common datasets commonly used for image 

captions are Flickr8k, Flickr30K, and MS-COCO. Most 

of these data sets are now in English. As mentioned in 

literature survey, so far we have many datasets that can 

be used to train our model, but most of the training 

samples are in English or Chinese. This is a very 

important topic. If we want to use image caption 

templates in practical applications, we need the 

availability of training samples in multiple languages. 
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4.2 Applications 

To help visually impaired people in society, if properly 

developed, image captions can become a useful device. 

It can be a difficult task to develop an automatic image 

captioning system that can provide an accurate 

description of the image as a stand-alone system. Here, 

the captured image can be used as input for automatic 

image captions. Therefore, loud noise can be used to 

provide output, which can help the visually impaired to 

better understand the surrounding environment. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion  

 

Deep learning can bring significant changes to society, 

and image captions have made significant progress in 

recent years. Image captions can provide a large number 

of applications in various fields, such as agriculture and 

intelligent system monitoring. The surprising thing is 

that image captions are not used in fields such as traffic 

analysis, and traffic analysis can benefit a lot from it. 

This research builds on several previous articles and 

research in the field. The research looked for several 

specific models and strategies for image captions. We 

found CNN to extract features and content is the most 

suitable model and is also widely used. For generating 

descriptions, frequently used models are RNN and 

LSTM (a special type of RNN). 
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